
ara is a triceratops that lived in Eastend, southern
Saskatchewan, just over 65 million years ago at the
end of the Cretaceous era, the golden age of
dinosaurs. Her extended family lived in a large part

of North America including Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Colorado, Montana, South Dakota and Wyoming.

She was probably
a teenager when she
died (10 to 15 years
old), but had Sara lived
to adulthood (maybe 25
to 30 years), she would
have grown to 9 metres
long, 3 metres high,
and she would have
weighed 6 to 12 tonnes.
Her head alone would
have grown half a metre longer than it was when she died.
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Sara’s Vital Statistics

Species: Triceratops horridus.

Place of residence: southern Saskatchewan.

Age at death: probably a teenager (10 to 15 years old).
Triceratops life span: possibly 25 to 30 years.

Teenager length: approximately 6 metres.
Adult length: up to 9 metres.

Teenager weight: approximately 3 to 5 tonnes.
Adult weight: 6 to 12 tonnes.

Size of fossil skull: 2m long, 1.35m high, 1.05m wide.
Weight of fossil skull: 275 kg.
Age of fossil skull: 65 million years.
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Redpath Museum

You may visit Sara during
opening hours:

Monday to Friday:
9:00am to 5:00pm

Sunday:
1:00pm to 5:00pm
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1,8 metres
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Triceratops were quadrupeds (they walked on 4 legs)
and herbivores (plant eaters). Their jaws had teeth at the
back but were tipped by a beak that allowed them to pluck the
low plants they ate. Because their jaw muscles were so
powerful, we believe they might have been able to cut down
and eat small trees.

The word triceratops means “three-horned face.”
Nobody knows for sure what function the horns played.
Because they changed shape and orientation between
childhood and adulthood, we think they might have served in
attracting a mate, as well as in defence, and in combat with
other triceratops during mating season, like the horns of
modern rams.

The stiff frill at the back of the triceratops’ head also
changed shape and orientation as the triceratops became an
adult, so we think it was used in courtship displays. Because
fossil frills have grooves left behind by blood vessels, and
because the frill increased the triceratops’ surface area, it
probably served to dissipate body heat as well, like the large
ears of modern elephants. Both the frill and the horns were
made of bone covered with a keratinous layer similar to bird
beaks and human fingernails.

Redpath Museum
palaeontologist Dr.
Hans Larsson and
his field team
spent 10 days
recovering Sara’s
skull from 8 tonnes
of rock. Because
the skull was found
broken into 400
pieces scattered
up and down aMembers of the field crew surrounding a Triceratops eye

horn embedded in rock. Photo: Redpath Museum

slope, the museum’s palaeontology technician, Chantal
Montreuil, had to work over a period of 3 years to reassemble
it like a three-dimensional jigsaw puzzle missing pieces and
without a picture on the box.

The skull on display is a cast of a real triceratops skull
adapted to match Sara’s genuine fossil bones which shall be
placed in display cases beside the skull in 2009.

Sara was first introduced to the public on Friday,
October 17, 2008, during McGill University’s Homecoming
activities. She became an instant media star, and in another
few years she will be joined in the Redpath Museum’s
Dawson Gallery by other dinosaurs also found in southern
Saskatchewan.
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